Thompson Autism & Neurodevelopmental Center Conference
Working Together to Expand Horizons

Conference Schedule

Keynote Presentation
Residents & Staff of Glennwood House of Laguna Beach
Glennwood House is a residential apartment community that focuses on inclusion for adults with disabilities

Sessions
Journey to Adulthood Through Community Collaboration
*Presenters: Dr. Richard Rosenberg, Michelle Kennedy, LMSW, & Erin Benekos, MSN, RN-NP-C, CPHON*
Benefits of Using a Co-Occurring Medical Treatment Model
*Presenter: Dr. Tom Megerian*
How to Be a Social Coach
*Presenters: Dr. Jina Jang & Dr. Lauren Couch*
Applications of Virtual Reality (VR) for Improving Teacher and Student Skills
*Presenter: Dr. Casey Clay*
Closing Panel Presentation
Challenges and Victories in Housing, Employment, and Post-Secondary Education
Featuring Patients, Parents, Rachel Landers, and Dr. Tom Megerian
*Moderated by Linda O’Neal*

Accessibility: The conference center is fully accessible via elevator and accessible parking is available close to the site. ASL interpreters will be present for the conference. For additional accommodations, please email tpi@chapman.edu.

When?
Monday, March 20, 2023
9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Continental Breakfast & Networking: 8:00 - 9:00 am

Where?
Beckman Hall, Room 404
Chapman University
Orange, California

Who Should Attend?
• Community Members
• Self-Advocates
• Families
• Medical Professionals
• Psychologists
• Behavior Support Professionals
• Students & Educators
• Service & Care Providers

Cost?
• $20 | $40 for Continuing Medical Education or BCBA Continuing Education Units
• Continental breakfast & lunch is included

For more information, please visit: chapman.edu/tpi-events